How to Cite Sources in an AMA References Page


Note: Citations in a reference list in AMA style should be single spaced.

**General Rules**
- Do not include personal communications or unpublished material; instead reference these sources parenthetically in text.
- Use initials for the authors’ first and middle names.
- No punctuation appears between the author’s last name and first initial.
- Entries can include up to 6 authors.
- For texts with more than 6 authors, list the first 3 names and then “et al.”
- Use the text title if no author is provided.

**Article in a Scholarly Journal with one Author (Print)**
Capitalize only the first letter of an article title (and proper names); capitalize all major words in a journal title. Italicize the journal title. Separate the journal title and year with a period, the year and volume number with a semicolon, and the volume number and page numbers with a colon. No space appears before the volume and page numbers.

1. Author Last Name First Initial, Title of article. *Title of Journal*. Year of Publication;Volume Number(Issue):Inclusive Pages.


**Article in a Scholarly Journal with 2-6 Authors (Print)**
List all authors’ names, separated by commas. Always put the authors’ last names first, followed by the first and/or middle initials. Do not write “and” before the last author’s name.

2. First Author’s Last Name First Initial, Second Author’s Last Name First Initial, Third Author’s Last Name First Initial, Fourth Author’s Last Name First Initial, Fifth Author’s Last Name First Initial, Sixth Author’s Last Name First Initial, Title of article. *Title of Journal*. Year of Publication;Volume Number(Issue):Inclusive Pages.

Article in a Scholarly Journal with More Than 6 Authors (Print)
List the first 3 authors and then “et al.” Always put the authors’ last names first, followed by first and/or middle initials. Do not write “and” before the last author’s name.

3. First Author’s Last Name First Initial, Second Author’s Last Name First Initial, Third Author’s Last Name First Initial, et al. Title of article. Title of Journal. Year of Publication;Volume Number(Issue):Inclusive Pages.


Article in an Online Scholarly Journal
The citation looks the same as a print journal article but includes a URL after the page numbers and a date of access after the URL.

4. Author Last Name First Initial, Title of article. Title of Journal. Year of Publication;Volume Number(Issue):Inclusive Pages. URL. Accessed Month Day, Year.


Journal Article from an Online Database
The citation follows the same format as a print journal article but includes a doi (digital object identifier) after the page numbers. If no doi is available, provide the URL followed by whichever of the following dates is available: published, updated, or accessed.

5. Author Last Name First Initial, Title of article. Title of Journal. Year of Publication;Volume Number(Issue):Inclusive Pages. doi: #. [OR URL. Published or Updated or Accessed Month Day, Year.]


Website
List as many of the following elements as are available: author, name of webpage or document, name of entire website, URL, published date, updated date, and accessed date. Treat the title of the document like an article (i.e., do not use quotation marks and only capitalize the first word and proper nouns). Treat the title of the website like a book, journal, or newspaper (i.e., capitalize all major words and italicize). At a minimum, website references must include an author or responsible body, title or name of organization responsible for the site, name of website, URL, and date of access.

6. Author Last Name First Initial [or Responsible Body]. Name of webpage or document. Name of Website. URL. Published Month Day, Year. Updated Month Day, Year. Accessed Month Day, Year.

Print Book
Capitalize all major words in the title (not prepositions or articles). Italicize the book title. Provide the edition number for second or subsequent editions, followed by “ed.” Use a semicolon before the year of publication. If the book is edited, provide “ed.” or “eds.” after the editor name(s), for example: O’Sullivan SB, Schmitz TJ, eds.

7. Author Last Name First Initial, Title of Book. # ed. [IF edition other than the first] City, State of Publication: Publishing Company; Year of Publication.


8. Editor(s) Last Name First Initial, ed(s). Title of Book. # ed. [IF edition other than the first] City, State of Publication: Publishing Company; Year of Publication.


Book Chapter
Format chapter titles like article titles. Do not use quotation marks. Do not leave a space before the page numbers. Include the word “In” and a colon before providing the publication information for the book.

9. Author Last Name First Initial, Title of chapter. In: Editor Last Name First Initial, ed. Title of Book. # ed. [IF edition other than the first]. City, State of Publication: Publishing Company; Year of Publication:Inclusive Pages.


Electronic book
Format like a regular book, but provide access information after the publication information. Include both the URL and date of access.

10. Author Last Name First Initial, Title of Book. # ed. [IF edition other than the first]. City, State of Publication: Publishing Company; Year of Publication. URL. Accessed Month Day, Year.


Newspaper Article (Print)
Capitalize only the first letter of an article title (and proper names). Do not put the article title in quotation marks. Capitalize all major words (not prepositions or articles) in a newspaper title. Italicize the newspaper title.

11. Author Last Name First Initial. Article title. Newspaper Title. Month Day, Year of Publication: Page (s).

**Newspaper Article (Online)**
If the newspaper was accessed electronically, add the URL, followed by the dates published, updated, and accessed. If one of these dates is unavailable, omit it.

12. Author Last Name First Initial. Article title. *Newspaper Title*. URL. Published Month Day, Year. Updated Month Day, Year. Accessed Month Day, Year.


**YouTube Video**
Only provide the author if you are certain that person *created* the video and did not merely post it. If you are unsure, treat the citation as having no author and begin with the title.

13. Author Last Name First Initial. Title of video [Video]. YouTube. URL. Published Month Day, Year. Accessed Month Day, Year.